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A new class of affluent consumers means luxury sectors are experiencing several changes, including growing
appreciation for experiences rather than goods, amid a period of strong growth.

During a webinar presented by Euromonitor, researchers identified several disruptors in the luxury business,
including an emphasis on experiences and sustainability. Luxury spending growth in Asia Pacific, particularly
China, is also having widespread implications.
"It is increasingly difficult for luxury companies to keep up with competitors," said Fflur Roberts, head of luxury
goods research at Euromonitor, London. "T he last five years have thrown up some of the toughest trading conditions
the luxury industry has ever seen.
"T here are, however, signs that the tide is turning," she said. "T hat said, investors remain cautious."
Luxury on the rise
With Asia Pacific leading the way in global sales, Chinese consumers are responsible for 68 percent of the region's
spend on luxury goods. Sales in Asia Pacific grew by 9 percent in 2018 and accounted for 41 percent of global
luxury goods spending.
Western Europe edges out North America as the second largest market for luxury spending, but growth has slowed
due to political instability in the region. North America saw a decline in spending by 2 percent, according to
Euromonitor.
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Nonetheless, the world's five largest markets still account for 50 percent of luxury sales, explained Ms. Roberts.
However, political instability may lead to a decline in global travel, which in turn could depress luxury spending.
For instance, in recent weeks France has seen dramatic, violent and damaging protests over a proposed hike in
diesel fuel taxes. With France being such an important part of the luxury retail world, forcing closures and driving
out tourists during the holiday season could have a lasting impact (see story).
By 2023, China is expected to top the United States and Germany as the largest source of outbound tourists. Chinese
tourists have long been desirable customers among brands because of their high spending on luxury goods.
Chinese affluent look to purchase luxury goods while traveling abroad, and Chinese consumers spend the most out
of any group while traveling. YouGov's Affluent Perspective 2017: Chinese Luxury Shoppers in America finds that 56
percent of Chinese affluent are planning a trip to the U.S. within the next two years (see story).
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Euromonitor also expects growth in luxury cars and experiential luxury to outpace growth across all other luxury
segments in the next five years. Luxury hospitality and travel brands will also experience an increase in importance
as a result of this growth.
Millennials across all global regions are driving spending on experiences rather than personal goods.
For these younger consumers who experienced the last financial crisis at an impressionable age, value is about
more than price. Quality, experience and authenticity are all important considerations.
Unique experiences continue to be one of the defining characteristics of luxury purchases, as more mass market
and premium labels encroach on traditional heritage brands. Upscale boutiques, restaurants and hotels can all offer
luxurious experiences that cannot be replicated digitally (see story).
Sustainable practices are also a new expectation millennials are placing on luxury brands. T raveling for nature
activities and eco-tourism are on the rise as well, with hospitality brands eliminating single-use plastics and
ensuring more local ingredients on their menus.
"We believe it will be increasingly important for companies to be completely transparent about their ethical stances
and show that they care about the planet as well as its people," Ms. Roberts said. "Luxury, and especially hospitality,

still needs to display opulence and in many ways that makes sustainability more challenging for these companies."
Additional insights
Forward-thinking luxury brands are making efforts to adapt as affluent consumers' lifestyles and priorities change.
As travelers of all ages become more environmentally conscious, luxury hotel brands are introducing more
sustainability initiatives that prove hospitality does not need to sacrifice upscale experiences to achieve ecological
and social responsibility.
Hospitality groups such as the Peninsula Hotel and Marriott International have been increasingly transparent with
their guests about their newest sustainability efforts, which aim to benefit people and the planet. Environmental
efforts do ultimately impact brands' bottom lines, whether through additional expenses or appealing to more
travelers (see story).
In particular, millennials expect brands to be more value-conscious, though not necessarily in the way marketers
have come to anticipate. T he five most important values to millennials are honesty, reliability, helping family,
compassion and commitment, according to Morning Consult.
When it comes to brand loyalty, millennials similarly to other demographics turn to brands that are well-priced for
the quality. Nearly half of millennials, 48 percent, admit to having some brand preferences but will also consider
alternatives (see story).
"Consumers overall are really continuing to reassess their priorities asking themselves what they truly value in
luxury," Euromonitor's Ms. Roberts said. "More and more, we're seeing luxury become less about prized or material
goods and more about acquiring meaningful experiences."
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